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Abstract

Neuronal activation and regional cerebral blood flow are tightly linked by physiological mechanisms that are still not fully understood. In particular, the “initial dip”, the “early response” that precedes the hyperemic phase of hemodynamic response, remains a rather elusive subject for both experimental work and theoretical studies. This paper presents a hypothesis for cellular mechanisms of neurovascular coupling that are presumed to function at the level of brain capillary vessels. The hypothesis postulates a novel view on the link between neurovascular coupling and anatomical and functional properties of astrocytes, and proposes a unified basis for mechanisms involved in functional hyperemia and cerebral autoregulatory response (to perfusion pressure drop or intracranial pressure change). Supporting evidence and potential implications are discussed.

Introduction

“One is forced to conclude that a more likely explanation will emerge from future research that examines the manner in which a change in blood flow may regulate an effect of the activity change [1].”

“The findings...indicate that regulation of cerebral blood flow by cerebral arteries is not entirely complete and that additional physiological mechanisms may participate in the regulation of capillary perfusion and oxygen supply in the brain [2].”

“The initial dip may seem to be such an elusive phenomenon that so much experimental work and theoretical speculation focused on it cannot possibly be worth the effort. Yet the initial dip is a thread that connects to many fundamental unanswered questions in the critical area of neurovascular coupling. A better understanding of why the initial dip occurs, and what it signifies when it does occur, will lay a more solid foundation for fMRI studies of brain function [3].”

In the mammalian brain, focal changes in neuronal activity are coupled to regional changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) by physiological mechanisms collectively called neurovascular coupling [1,4-6]. Functional hyperemia, or the increased regional CBF that occurs on neuronal activation, serves as the basis of functional brain imaging techniques [1,6], for example, positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), that detect signal changes related to various aspects of brain hemodynamic response (HDR): changes in CBF, cerebral blood volume (CBV), and blood oxygenation level. It is generally agreed that functional hyperemia is a response to increased metabolic demands of the activated neuronal tissue, but questions regarding the coupling/uncoupling of regional CBF and oxidative metabolism and tight coupling between CBF and glucose metabolism are still being debated [1,7]. Despite the great success in functional imaging and the continuous progress in research, many details about cellular mechanisms of neurovascular coupling are still largely unknown or poorly understood [3,5,6,8].

The epigraph quotes citing [1-3] are intended to emphasize certain intriguing aspects of the neurovascular coupling phenomenon. I) The exact purpose that is served by the regional CBF increase is currently not clear, and other possible functions, not related to metabolic demands, have been suggested [1]. II) The high spatial specificity attained at the level of cortical columns and layers in high-resolution optical and fMRI studies [9,10], as well as findings of intravital microscopy of functional responses of individual capillaries [2], suggest that neurovascular coupling operates at the level of small arterioles and, perhaps, even capillary vessels [2,11]. III) The elusive “initial dip”, the somewhat controversial phenomenon also known as the “fast response” [3] or “early response”, that was first reported in optical intrinsic signal imaging (OISI) in animal studies [12] and was subsequently found in some, but not all fMRI studies, is known to be better localized to the area of neural activation compared to the later hyperemic response phase [13]. The initial dip may be viewed as the key probe for answering fundamental questions of cerebral hemodynamics [3].

This paper presents a hypothesis on cellular mechanisms of neurovascular coupling that are postulated to operate at the level of brain capillaries. The hypothesis was formulated in an attempt to address important questions arising from consideration of the three topics outlined above. The proposed theoretical model describes the hypothetical sequence of events in the neurovascular unit and the expected effects that propagate from neurons to astrocytes, and to endothelial and red blood cells in the capillary.

Hypothesis

“Perivascular tone” and its modulation by astrocytic end-feet

The central premise of the hypothesis is that brain parenchymal...
cells (neurons and astrocytes) can dynamically modulate capillary wall compliance and, consequently, capillary lumen cross section area. The hypothesis postulates that the effect of this modulation is not negligible under normal physiological conditions, but on the contrary has a special role in neurovascular coupling. The modulatory effect on passive compliance of a vessel is further referred to as “perivascular tone” to distinguish it from active myogenic vascular tone maintained by smooth muscle cells (SMC) in arterial vessels. Astrocytic perivascular end-feet (AEF) (Figure 1), which ensheathe almost the entire surface of capillary vessels [14-18], are hypothesized to play the key role in transduction of cellular events and biochemical signals into changes of mechanical properties of the capillary vessel wall. Perivascular tone is envisioned to be realized as follows. Cellular volume of astrocytes, and particularly the volume of AEF compartment (which is known to change in vivo in response to various events affecting the osmotic balance [19]), influences the composition of the environment immediately surrounding the capillary vessel, namely, its relative occupancy by extracellular space/interstitial fluid (ECS/ISF) and/or intracellular space (ICS) of AEF. The distensibility of a capillary vessel is influenced not only by elastic properties of endothelium, but also, to a large degree, by the elastic environment of the capillary bed [20]. Fung et al. provided detailed biomechanical analysis comparing “tube in fluid” versus “tunnel in gel” model of a capillary (Figure 2), and show that the rate of change of the capillary diameter with intraluminal pressure (ILP) significantly differs between the two cases: a capillary behaves as an elastic as or as a rigid tube, respectively. These simplified examples are at the opposite ends of the spectrum, whereas cerebral capillaries are known to be moderately distensible [21,22]. In the proposed hypothesis, compliance of a capillary wall is expected to vary as a function of the ECS/ICS composition of the immediate environment, which is determined by an enlarged or shrunken AEF.

Perivascular tone is envisioned to have both a quasi-static, slowly varying component, which is determined by astroglial steady-state cellular volume (and therefore by factors affecting the osmotic balance of astrocytes), and a dynamical, transient component. In response to rapid transient osmotic changes, the volume of AEF compartment is hypothesized to be able to change more rapidly compared to the astrocyte’s cell body volume, and therefore to be able to spatially “focus” the effect of these changes to the immediate environment of capillaries. It is of note for further discussion that the distention of a cerebral capillary is driven by the transmural pressure gradient that is equal to ILP minus intracranial pressure (ICP), where ILP is determined by the cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) and its attenuation by the resistance of the upstream vascular tree. To summarize, it is expected that, for a fixed ILP and ICP, the capillary will have a smaller diameter and stiffer walls when astrocytic cellular volume, particularly in end-feet, is larger (“swollen” astrocytes – “high” perivascular tone), as opposed to having a larger diameter and more elastic walls when the volume is smaller (“shrunk” astrocytes – “low” perivascular tone).

**Coupling of perivascular tone to cerebral blood flow**

By modulating mechanical properties of the vessel wall, perivascular tone is hypothesized to influence the capillary’s resistance to flow. The distribution of red blood cells (RBC) in the capillary and the pattern of RBC flow are expected to change in response to changes of perivascular tone. These changes will affect the rates of production of endothelium-dependent vasoactive mediators: vasodilators like nitric oxide (NO), endothelium-derived hyperpolarization factor (EDHF), and certain prostaglandins/prostanoids, as well as vasoconstrictors such as endothelin-1 [23]. This is likely to be realized by graded involvement of the following two previously known mechanisms, in combination: i) deoxygenation- and deformation-related release of ATP from RBC [24-26], which stimulates NO synthesis by endothelial NO synthase (eNOS), and the release of S-Nitrosothiol (SNO, endothelium-independent vasodilators) from RBC [27]. ii) RBC and plasma interactions with glyocalix and endothelial shear receptors [28,29]. It is a well-known fact that basal tonic production of NO, for instance, has an important role in the regulation of cerebral blood flow under baseline resting conditions [23,30]. Therefore it is straightforward to infer that perivascular tone, by influencing the production of endothelium-dependent vasoactive mediators, will affect vasodilation/vasoconstriction of the feeding precapillary arterioles, which in turn will affect vascular tone of the upstream vessels by means of ubiquitous vascular mechanisms of vasodilatory propagation (conducted vasodilation and shear stress-/flow-mediated vasodilation [23,31]). As a result, perivascular tone is hypothesized to have an influence on baseline cerebral blood flow. In addition, the proposed hypothesis postulates that production of vasodilators (NO, EDHF, prostanoids) by endothelium of capillaries in activated neurovascular units will increase in response to functional “tightening” of perivascular tone, as described below.
**Coupling of neuronal activation to perivascular tone:** Functional activation, an increase in neuronal synaptic or spiking activity caused by sensory stimulation or a cognitive task, leads to a rapid release of potassium ions K+ from neurons into ECS, where excessive potassium is transported into neighboring astrocytes performing potassium homeostasis function (potassium buffering) [32-35]. In the process, chloride ions Cl− are also usually accumulated in astrocytic cytosol by Na−/K−Cl cotransporters [34]. In addition to ionic uptake, the largest part of glutamate neurotransmitter molecules released at the excitatory synapses is also actively transported into astrocytes (Figure 3) (where glutamate is oxidatively degraded to aspartate/lactate, amidated to glutamine or converted into other metabolites) [36,37]. Osmotically obligated water follows into astrocytic ICS [34], leading to activity-dependent cellular volume changes in response to functional activation [38-43]. The main influx of water driven by the osmotic gradient, is hypothesized to occur via AQP4 channels at AEF membrane, where astrocyte’s membrane permeability to water is the largest [44]. As postulated above, volume changes in response to rapid transient osmotic imbalances are expected to be more pronounced at the perivascular end-feet. As a result, neuronal activation (glutamatic synaptic activity and/or potassium-releasing intensive spiking activity) is hypothesized to be directly and “tightly” coupled to mechanical properties of the capillary vessels feeding the activated neurovascular unit. Namely, functional activation is expected to cause stiffening of a vessel wall (an increased perivascular tone), and the onset of activation is expected to cause an initial decrease in the diameter of vessels’ lumen (until the effect is counterbalanced by an increased perfusion that brings an increase in ILP). After cessation of activation, perivascular tone is expected to return to baseline level due to osmoregulatory and homeostatic properties of astrocytes [45-47]. Astrocytic cellular events involved in potassium and glutamate uptake are highly energy dependent, and glutamate oxidative metabolism is also oxygen dependent [34,36], therefore hemodynamic response is linked to increased metabolic demands, but in the proposed mechanism of neurovascular coupling, glucose and oxygen consumption are not considered to be the primary driving factors. The hypothesized events of the triphasic hemodynamic response (HDR) [13] are described in further details below.

**HDR phase 1, the initial dip: changes in RBC flow**

During the initial phase of HDR that follows right after the onset of activation, rapid changes in astrocytic cellular volume are hypothesized to cause both stiffening of the capillaries and a reduction in their distention. RBC distribution and flow in the capillary are expected to change in response to increased resistance to flow, as compared to baseline. RBC capillary transit time is likely to increase due to higher energy losses in transient deformations of an RBC moving through a tortuous capillary path with heterogeneous geometry of the vessel wall [2] (see also discussion in [48]). An increase of capillary hematocrit, i.e., of the linear density of RBCs flowing through the capillary in a single file, is also expected to occur [2,49], which translates into a local increase of total hemoglobin (Hb) concentration ([HbT]). A longer RBC transit time is usually associated with a more complete deoxygenation of Hb in a blood cell [50]; therefore deoxy-Hb concentration ([HbR]) is expected to rise. Velocity of RBC and plasma is not likely to increase at this phase, because the flow can be redistributed across other capillaries in a multi-channel network that also has thoroughfare channels [2]. The RBC flux through the capillary is expected to fall, which, combined with increased rates of aerobic metabolism, will lead to a decrease of oxygen concentration (PO2) in the tissue.

**HDR phase 2, the overshoot: upstream arterial dilations**

Compared to baseline, increased quantities of vasodilators are expected to diffuse from the capillaries of functionally activated neurovascular units to precapillary arterioles, where this change will be sensed by SMC and will result in the relaxation of vascular tone. Relaxation occurs with a delay after the onset of activation because of the diffuse process. Relaxation of small arterioles decreases vascular resistance and leads to an increase of shear rate in the upstream generation of arterioles, and therefore dilatation propagates upstream in a well-known cascade of endothelium- and shear-dependent vasodilation [23,31]. In addition, conductive vasodilation can also play a role in upstream propagation of dilatation from small arterioles [51]. Because of lowered vascular resistance in supplying arteries and arterioles, the drop in hydrostatic pressure is reduced, and ILP in the capillaries increases, counteracting the effect of functional modulation of perivascular tone and distending the capillary vessels. This in turn leads to a decline in the production of vasodilatory mediators. If stimulation is sustained, a steady state is expected to be reached in HDR, i.e., a plateau in CBF response. The apparent “excessiveness” of the CBF response, metaphorically described as “watering the garden for the sake of one thirsty flower” [3,52], thus receives a plausible explanation in the proposed theoretical model: since the effect of increased regional CBF is brought about by the necessity to counteract an increased resistance to flow in activated capillaries (the “thirsty flower”) by increasing the ILP there, and because the vessel network is branched and multi-tiered, there is no other, more spatially specific way to increase ILP at the target, but to increase it in the whole tier of capillaries (“the garden”).

**HDR phase 3, the undershoot: returning to baseline perivascular tone**

Cessation of neuronal activation is hypothesized to be associated with the return of perivascular tone to baseline due to the capacity of astrocytes to homeostasis. This suggests that activated capillaries will further distend under present ILP in response to restored relaxed compliance of the vessel wall, and their resistance to flow will drop. As a result, a decrease below baseline in production of vasodilatory mediators by capillary endothelium is expected to happen, which
after a diffusion-mediated delay will cause tension of vascular tone in precapillary arterioles and then a cascade of vasoconstrictive events further upstream (by the same physiological pathways as in the vascular relaxation cascade described above). The regional CBF, the resistance to flow of activated capillaries, and the rate of vasodilatory mediators production in these capillaries are all expected to return to their respective baseline in approx. the same time frame. Several cycles of damped oscillation around baseline can be expected while flow, resistance of arterial tree, and capillary bed resistance settle to their baseline rest state in a not-precisely synchronized manner. Cerebral blood volume (CBV) is hypothesized to return to baseline with an additional delay, as compared to CBF, due to a contribution from venous compartment, as described by the balloon model [53]; this is hypothesized to cause the undershoot in the HDR signal.

**The control system view**

Figure 4 presents the proposed theoretical model of neurovascular coupling as a feedback control system. The capillaries of activated neurovascular units are considered as the system “plant” which is perturbed by the functional modulation of perivascular tone, while the upstream arterial vasculature is regarded as the controller that responds to the error signal (vasoactive mediators) “measured” by interactions of the flowing red cells with capillary endothelium (sensors) in the “plant.” It must be remembered that the diagram is oversimplified, whereas the hypothesized “real control system” is heterogeneous and distributed, therefore its settled states and responses are determined by the intricate interplay of various system parts and compartments. For instance, at the peak or plateau of the CBF response one should not expect the resistance to flow in the “activated” capillaries to reach exactly the same value as before activation, because the contribution of responses from neighboring capillaries, which are also affected by the flow increase, must be also taken into account. In such a system, it is natural to expect a hysteresis in both states and responses.

**A possible link to cerebral autoregulatory mechanisms**

As stated above, the hypothesis considers the events of vasodilatory cascade to be governed by basic vascular physiological pathways that are common to all vascular beds. In addition, it is hypothesized here that functional hyperemia shares common roots with the mechanisms of cerebral autoregulatory response to a perfusion pressure drop. While cerebral autoregulation pathways are still a subject of debate [54-56], there is growing evidence that the endothelium and the release of vasoactive substances play the key role in the autoregulatory “metabolic control pathway” [56]. It is hypothesized here that when CPP, and by consequence ILP, drop, or when ICP increases, the resistance to flow in capillaries increases because they become less distended by a decreased transmural pressure gradient (ILP-ICP), and, from this point, the cerebral autoregulatory response and the functional hyperemic response develop further along the same basic scenario, notwithstanding the difference in systemic/regional CBF involved.

**Summary**

At the risk of oversimplification, the hypothesis can be summarized through the following sequence of events: 1) Neuronal activation intensifies the uptake of potassium and glutamate into astrocytes. 2) Water is driven into astrocytes by osmosis, and astrocytic cellular volume increases, particularly at perivascular end-feet, where the aquaporin “water-highway” is strategically placed. 3) perivascular end-feet tightly ensheath capillaries, therefore when the end-feet “clutch” engages around the capillary endothelial tube, the vessel wall becomes stiffer and less yielding to distention by blood pressure in the lumen. 4) A stiffer and narrower capillary resists the flow of red cells and increases the capillary hematocrit. 5) Mechanically-stressed endothelial and red cells enlist help from vasodilatory mechanisms that evolved to prevent hypoperfusion of microcirculation and are common to all vascular beds. 6) Vasodilatory mediators diffuse to precapillary arterioles and dilate them. 7) By common vasoactive pathways, vessel dilation propagates upstream to penetrating arterioles and pial arteries. 8) A drop in arterial vascular resistance increases the regional cerebral blood flow and also increases the luminal pressure in the capillaries of the dilatary signal origin. 9) An increased pressure distends the “clutched” capillaries and decreases the resistance to flow there, thus closing the feedback loop and returning the production of vasodilators (“error signal”) to near baseline rates. It is the pressure in “activated” capillaries, not the flow, which serves as feedback “control signal.” The overabundance of the flow response is caused by the vessel network structure, where an upstream dilation cannot be spatially specific enough to address perfusion deficit in activated neurovascular units only. According to the hypothesis, factors affecting the baseline cellular volume of astrocytes will also affect: i) the baseline CBF; by changing the baseline perivascular tone of the capillaries; ii) the magnitude of CBF response to functional activation, by changing the “expansion capacity” of AEF (i.e., the range of AEF volume change from baseline to the upper limit that is achievable in normal conditions before astrocytic mechanisms of regulatory volume decrease [45-47,57-60] are activated).

**Supporting evidence**

**Distinct structural and functional properties of astrocytes**

Studies of perivascular AEF structure revealed an almost complete coverage (>99% of the surface area) of the capillary vessel wall by the endfoot [14,61]. Because of their juxtaposition to blood vessels, AEF have been long suggested as a key cite for neurovascular signaling at arteriole vessels [16,17] and, recently, also at pericytes in capillaries [11,62,63]. Polarized expression of major water channels, aquaporins-4 (AQP4) [44], which are known to be abundantly and predominantly expressed at the AEF membrane facing the basal lamina of the capillary [16] (Figure 1), and experiments on AQP4 knockout (KO) mice identify perivascular AEF as the site of primary bidirectional transport of water across the brain-blood interface [44,64,65]. The function of AEF AQP4 is generally thought to be associated, in normal physiological conditions, with efflux of metabolically produced water into the blood stream, under osmotically induced (in concert with functionally associated ion channels expressed on AEF membrane) gradients [66].
The proposed hypothesis is consistent with this view, when baseline resting state or activation steady state are considered. During the initial phase, a reversal of the (bidirectional) water transport from efflux to influx, under transient reversal of osmotic gradients during initial accumulation of ions and neurotransmitters into astrocytes, appears to be physiologically plausible. An influx of water into AEF is thought to lead to a more pronounced increase in AEF compartment volume, as compared to cell body volume, because of resistance to water flow through a relatively thin process leading from AEF to soma (end-feet: mean diameter 4–8 μm [17], end-feet processes: up to 1 μm wide [67]). Considering an AEF that was initially 0.3 μm thick [14], and assuming that it inflated to 0.5 μm due to water influx (an uptake of water volume in the range of 4 x 8 x 0.2 μm³ = 6.4 Fl, or 0.3 pmol water), then for a capillary with 0.4 μm endothelial tube thickness (estimated from [44,64]), the ratio of the percent change of vessel radius per unit pressure (dR/R)/dP (a measure of wall compliance) before/after influx can be estimated as the inverse ratio of combined AEF-endothelium wall thickness before and after, which is equal to 1.3 in this example (0.9 μm/0.7 μm) (see [20]; it is assumed here for simplicity that AEF and endothelial cells have the same elastic property, and that ECS is filled with ISF). That is, a relatively small increase in AEF volume (∆ 0.2 μm in AEF thickness) is estimated to be, in principle, capable of changing the vessel wall compliance by 30% (measured as percent change of vessel radius per unit pressure).

**Astrocyte cellular volume changes**

The functional role of astrocytes in homeostasis of ions and water is well-known [34,64,65,68]. Increase in astrocytic cellular volume (swelling) is often mentioned in the context of brain pathophysiology [64,65,69]. In cellular/cytotoxic edema, astrocytes swell in response to osmotic balance disruptions by pathological processes that usually do not incur a breakdown of the blood-brain barrier [69]. In "ionic edema" [69], astrocytes gain water from the vascular compartment, because of increased activation of ion transport processes. In observations of pathological astroglial swelling, it is often mentioned that the volume of perivasculare AEF is particularly increased [19,64,65], sometimes even causing a complete collapse of capillary vessels and an interruption of perfusion [70]. The distinct role of AEF AQ4 channels in osmotically induced swelling is confirmed by AQ4 KO [65] and AQ4P adapter protein disruption [64] experiments on mice. Activity-dependent glial swelling is a well-known phenomenon in studies with brain slices [38,40-43] (see [39] for a detailed model of astrocytic mechanisms explaining activity-induced volume changes). Activity-induced volume changes have been also shown to critically depend on AEF AQ4P pool [38]. By cautious extrapolation of the findings describing astrocytic volume changes in pathology-induced osmotic disturbances and in activation experiments on brain slices, it is reasonable to expect certain smaller scale volume changes during in vivo functional activation, and, taking into account the proven critical role of perivasculare AQ4P channels, it is reasonable to expect that these cellular volume changes will originate in the AEF compartment.

**The initial dip and time courses of oxy- and deoxy-Hb concentration**

The origins of the "initial dip" [12,52] in OISI and fMRI signal and the hypothesis of Maloney and Grinvald [52], that the initial dip is caused by increased oxygen extraction (with conversion of HbO2 to HbR) prior to HDR prior to HDR, both [HbT] and [HbO2] increased above baseline, whereas [HbR] dropped. These recent findings are not entirely consistent with a hypothesis that the initial dip is caused by increased conversion of HbO2 to HbR, but they are consistent with the initial phase of HDR in the model proposed in this paper, where an initial increase in [HbT] and [HbO2] can be explained by early changes in arterial blood volume during upstream propagation of vasodilatation that precedes the dilation of the capillaries. Likewise, an increased deoxy-Hb content reported by other experiments [4,52], as well as the reported decrease of oxygen tension (PO2) in tissue, are well explained by the proposed model as effects of increased capillary hematocrit and [HbR] and of decreased RBC flux. These effects are expected to be subtle, which may suggest the reason why the initial dip is such an "elusive" phenomenon [3].

**Functional reactivity of cerebral capillaries**

Intravital microscopic observations of blood flow in individual cerebral capillaries suggest "the presence of a physiological regulatory mechanism of cerebral capillary flow that may involve communication among various microvascular and parenchymal cells and utilize locally acting endothelial and parenchymal mediators such as endothelium-derived relaxing factor or nitric oxide" [2], which is also emphasized in the epigraph quote by A. Hudetz [2]. The findings show that while all cerebral capillaries are perfused at all times (i.e., there is no functional recruitment per se, as in skeletal muscle microcirculation), there is significant heterogeneity of flow within each capillary network [2], and that functional activation decreases this heterogeneity (in the steady state response). It is reported that in a small fraction of capillaries perfusion by red cells is sometimes observed to stop, seemingly at random, for a period of no more than several seconds [2]. Prolonged stalls and slow 0.1 Hz fluctuations of RBC flow are also reported in a two-photon microscopy (2PM) study [73], where an activity-dependent decrease in capillary resistance to flow was observed (again, in the steady state response). A more recent 2PM study [74] reports stimulation-induced capillary responses in olfactory bulb glomeruli, the responses that consisted of both increases and decreases in RBC flow. Another recent 2PM study [75] describes functional reactivity of capillaries to steady-state somatosensory stimulation, where capillary responses were characterized by overall capillary dilation and a decreased heterogeneity in vesel volumes, but with occasional decreases in capillary volume and RBC flux and speed. Taken together, the above findings on resting and activity-induced microcirculatory patterns are well consistent with the mechanism of "parenchymal/perivascular" modulation of the capillary vessel wall proposed in the hypothesis, and with the distortion of capillaries by increased CBF.

**The time course of nitric oxide production**

Measurements of the temporal dynamics of brain tissue NO during somatosensory stimulation are reported in [76]. Figure 5 here reproduces a sketch of the pattern of NO and CBF changes based on Fig.1 published by Buerk et al. [45]. The NO signal shows a clear initial dip, followed by a phase of increased NO production, and a subsequent return to baseline levels. These changes are thought to be mediated by changes in cerebral blood flow, with an initial increase in CBF followed by a decrease and then a return to baseline levels. The time course of nitric oxide production is well-known and is thought to be regulated by a variety of factors, including changes in cerebral blood flow and oxygen saturation.
Evidence for a possible link to cerebral autoregulation

It is of note that the discussion here is concerned only with the cerebral autoregulatory response to a perfusion pressure drop or to an increased ICP, and does not consider the response to perfusion pressure increase, which is generally thought to be dependent on myogenic pathway [6,56]. If there are common physiological pathways shared by functional hyperemia and cerebral autoregulation, as described in the hypothesis, then cerebral autoregulation must also be dependent on endothelial production of vasodilatory mediators. This is confirmed by multiple studies [77-80]. In addition, a study of control system dynamics of neurovascular coupling and cerebral autoregulation [81] demonstrated that both control systems can be described with identical parameters.

Discussion

The central premise of the proposed hypothesis is the existence and the role of the AEF perivascular tone under normal baseline physiological conditions and during functional activation. This premise is testable and falsifiable. Experimental verification will require delicate in vivo experiments, perhaps involving intravital microscopy [2] and 2PM. Contrary to 2PM studies [73-75] that are mostly concerned with the hyperemic phase of response and with sustained stimulation, the suggested experiments should focus on time resolved initial fast response, which could be technologically difficult. Quantitative modeling could provide some clues with regard to the magnitude of the expected effect, but would otherwise have limited confirmatory value because of the complexity of the involved microcirculation. If the effect of astroglial end-feet volume change on red blood cell flux through capillaries proves to be negligible under normal physiological conditions, then the proposed hypothesis will be refuted. Indirect evidence in support of or against the hypothesis may come from experiments on hemodynamics of aquaporin deficient mice (AQP4 KO [65] or the α-syn(-/-) type with genetically disrupted AQP4 adapter protein [64]). The proposed theoretical model predicts that the timing and the magnitude of functional hyperemic response will be strongly affected in AQP4 KO and α-syn(-/-) mice; the response would be expected to develop slower and have a smaller magnitude, as compared to wild type animals.

Perivascular tone is not expected to have any significant contribution in vessels that have substantial presence of perivascular space (PVS), which is filled with ISF, between the basement membrane of the vascular wall and the glial basement membrane at AEF, e.g., in precapillary arterioles or postcapillary venules [82]. In the capillaries, the PVS is closed, because the two basement membranes fuse and form a “gliovascular membrane” [82], therefore a stronger coupling of perivascular tone to the vessel wall is expected.

In this theoretical model, the existence of Negative BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) effect [83] in fMRI is not surprising. Increased GABAergic inhibitory synaptic activity is expected to lead to a decrease in glutamate release by excitatory glutamatergic synapses, and therefore to a decrease in glutamate uptake by astrocytes, as compared to baseline resting state, which is expected to lead to “relaxation” of perivascular tone and ultimately to a reduction of regional CBF by vascular pathways described in the model.

A potentially promising area for further consideration in the framework of the proposed model is exploring why in pre-ictal periods vascular events can precede neuronal events [4], and how abnormalities in astrocytic perivascular tone may be connected to epilepsy disease state.

If the effect of the astroglial “perivascular tone” does not prove to be negligible, the proposed theoretical model will invite researchers to explore a new dimension in neurovascular coupling mechanisms, which is likely to be shaped by the complexity of the biomechanics and dynamics of the microcirculation.

Conclusions

The proposed theoretical model has a potential advantage of explaining the following features of cerebral functional hyperemia: 1) the origin of the “hyperemic” overabundance in the CBF response; 2) the tight coupling of regional CBF to glucose metabolism and its apparent uncoupling from oxygen metabolism; 3) the time course of oxy-, deoxy- and total hemoglobin concentration during the initial dip; 4) the currently unknown feedback mechanism that determines the magnitude of the settled CBF response; 5) the time course of nitric oxide measured in activated brain tissue; 6) variability and slow fluctuations of baseline hemodynamics in the brain. The hypothesis sets forth a novel view on the link between neurovascular coupling and anatomical and functional properties of astrocytes, and proposes a unified basis for mechanisms involved in functional hyperemia and cerebral autoregulatory response to perfusion pressure drop. The formulation of this hypothesis was driven by an attempt to understand the inner workings of pathways and events that may be responsible for neurovascular coupling phenomenon, possibly looking “outside the box” at the risk of going beyond the framework of current expert opinion in the field. It is the author’s sincere hope that this paper will draw the attention of researchers to some potentially overlooked aspects of intriguing neurovascular coupling problem, and will stimulate research in new directions.
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